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Lab #9 
Subroutines and Stacks 

Mohammed Nafiz ALMadhoun 

 

Introduction 
 

In this lab, we are going to talk about the stacks, and how to manage some stuff in memory, 

also we are going to cover how to write subroutines, and how subroutines work in assembly and 

the concept of preserving registers. 

 

#1 The stack: 
 

The concept of stack is a very important concept, apart of it being a software (some concept 

we have to the organization of the memory), we also have it in the hardware, as it is very 

important, the architecture designers consider that we used this concept a lot (mainly for doing 

procedures, storing local variables), so they have implemented it in a hardware level (they 

didn’t do it for only the stack), the first thing we have as a register named stack pointer (r13), 

this register holds the address of the top stack item address. 

The second thing we have is the addressing mode for some instruction, these addressing modes 

indicate how we move the address in a register for saving multiple registers in the RAM, In 

ARM7TDMI we have 4 addressing modes (IA: Increment After, IB: Increment Before, DA: 

Decrement After, and DB: Decrement Before), in Cortex-M4 we have only two IA, DB. 

 

#2 LDM/STM Instructions: 
 

We have two instructions similar to LDR, STR, these two instruction stores multiple registers 

into the memory (each register is a word), the point here is that instead of storing each register 

separately and consume CPU cycles, we use these instructions to store or load multiple 

registers, the point here is that these instructions are very important to preserve a lot of 

registers in a procedure call (so when we finish the procedure we can retrieve the old value of 

the registers), these instructions takes a base registers, and a list of registers to store, and the 

instructions also takes some modifiers (suffixes), the syntax of the two instruction is: 

[LDM|STM]<address-mode>{<cond>} <Rn> {!}, <reg-list> {^} 

 

The address-mode is the mentioned above, the Rn is the base register, the reg-list is a list of 

registers separated by a comma. 
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Figure 1: LDM/STM operations [1]. 

 

#3 PUSH/POP Instructions: 
 

These two instructions are synonymous for STMDB, LDMIA, and as you notice we have the 

address-mode set by default when we use these instructions, and the base register is the 

stack pointer register (r13), the syntax of these two instructions is: 

[PUSH|POP]{<cond>} <reg-list> 

  

#4 Subroutines 
 

The concept of subroutines is a very basic and very fundamental concept in programming, the 

idea of dividing a problem into a lot of small problems (procedures) is important even in a low-

level language like assembly, the point here is that we can apply very basic steps to create 

procedures in assembly with the help of LDM/STM to preserve the status of the registers before 

and after the calling of a procedure, and by saving some register like LR, we can manage to 

have a procedure that calls a procedure and so on. 

What we will need to do, is that at the beginning of the procedure code, we will save any 

register we want to modify, then at the end of the call we will retrieve these values back to 

the registers, so the caller of the procedure won’t notice any difference in its unrelated to the 

call registers, and the called procedure could use the registers for doing its job. 

BL Myroutine ; Calling my subroutine 

 

Myroutine  

    STMDB sp!, {r4-r7,lr} 

    ; 

    ; Routine code, and we will use r4-r7 

    ; 

    LDMIA sp!, {r4-r7,pc} 

  

You should notice that we have stored the value of LR (Linking Register), then retrieve this 

value not to LR but to PC (Program Counter), the point here is that we will jump back to the 

caller using only LDM instruction. 

Note: Return to section 13.4 in your textbook, to understand the passing of parameters. 
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Lab Tasks 
 

Task #1: Exponent procuder (30 min, 5 min) 
 

In this task, you should implement a procedure called exp, this procedure calculates the 

exponent of a number, the parameters should be taken from a register, and the return value 

should be in another register as following 

𝑅3 = 𝑅1
𝑅2 

This procedure should be implemented using recursion, your base case is when 𝑅2 == 0, the 

result will be 1. 

int exp (int x, int y) { 

 if ( y == 0) 

  return 1; 

 else  

  return x * exp (x, y-1); 

} 

 

 

There is no task 2 this week, so you can focus on your project, knowing about producers will 

make your life easier, and your project prettier. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

End of Lab #09 


